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1 Introduction

We outline a general approach to automated natural-language question answering that uses
first-order logic and automated deduction. Our interest is in answering queries over structured
data resources. We are concerned with queries whose answer is not stored directly in a single
database but rather must be deduced and computed from information provided by a number
of resources, which may not have been designed to work together. While the obstacles to
understanding natural language queries are formidable, we simplify the problem by limiting
ourselves to a well-understood subject domain and a known set of data resources. Using domain
knowledge, queries in natural language are mapped to a logical representation and interpreted
using an automated reasoner over a logical theory with semantic links to target knowledge
sources.

Examples are drawn from a prototype system called Quest, which is being developed for a
business enterprise question-answering application. Users of such a system can query complex
databases without needing to know the structure of the target knowledge sources or to write
programs in a database query language.

2 Motivation

Automated question answering has long been a major research topic in artificial intelligence.
In particular, there is a large literature on natural language interfaces to databases, which fo-
cuses on using ordinary language to query database content (for a review, see [1, 11]). Given a
natural language question, the goal of a question-answering system is to find an answer using
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a combination of language processing and reasoning. In the automated reasoning community,
the deductive aspects of question answering on structured data have long been understood (for
discussion see [19]), but theorem-proving tools not have not been widely used in recent main-
stream natural-language processing tasks (some exceptions: [4, 5, 16]), let alone for question
answering. In general terms, answering a question in this framework reduces to the problem
of proving a theorem about the existence of entities that satisfy the conditions of the ques-
tion, which are expressed in a formal logic. The role of the language-processing component is
therefore to produce such a formal representation.

In natural language processing proper, work on interfaces to databases has traditionally
focused on transforming a natural language question to an expression in a formal database
query language, such as SQL [8, 9] or SPARQL [18]. The expression is then used by a standard
database management system to access the target knowledge source and retrieve the desired
answer (which in essence solves the reasoning task). Usually, the query is applied to a sin-
gle (fixed) database with a predefined semantics. More recently, research has centered around
learning the transformation from language to formal queries using various forms of data su-
pervision [20, 12, 9, 2]. In this recent work especially, there has been scant attention to using
richer formal representation languages, and the available datasets continue to rely on formal
database query languages for representing query semantics. Such approaches tend to ignore
complex semantic phenomena (e.g. quantifiers scope, temporal and spatial reasoning), despite
the appearance of such constructs in benchmark datasets (see [6] for discussion).

A major drawback to these approaches is that a simple natural language query may be
complex when represented in a language like SQL, due to limitations in the expressive power of
such languages [1]. Furthermore, the way the user naturally formulates a query may be quite
different from the way the database designer chooses to represent information that answers
the question. It may require world knowledge to translate the user’s formulation of the query
into the form preferred by the database. Once the query is reduced to an SQL program, it is
hard to apply world knowledge to transform it. The problem is compounded when the answer
depends on information obtained from several heterogenous sources, or involves information
that changes over time. Each source may have adopted its own representational conventions,
and, when sources are to be composed, the information provided by one source may not be in
the form required by another.

Another obstacle is that natural language queries are hard to parse and interpret, especially
when the target representations are richly defined and aim to model deeper aspects of linguistic
meaning. Using a well-defined subject domain and set of knowledge resources, one can use this
knowledge (e.g. about the entities and types of relations between entities) to help guide the
parsing process, an idea which has gained some traction in recent work in NLP on semantic
parsing (e.g. [2]). Using a reasoner further simplifies the task of interpreting the language, since
assumptions can be associated with symbols in the formal representation rather than explicitly
encoded into the language analysis directly.

In the following sections, we outline our approach and show examples from a small prototype
question-answering system called Quest, which is being built for the enterprise software company
SAP. We focus largely on the representation side of the problem and the general mechanics of
how the reasoning works and interacts with the natural language analysis.



User Query (a): Pull up a list of large companies that have a debt

(computer naive user) of more than 5 million euros. In particular, I am

interested in the nationalities of these clients.

Sample Databases (b)

Accounting Database 1

company debt location time employed

SL Foods $10526... CH 9.2007 5000

Maria Morgan $5000 US 8.2006 150

Name Database 2

ID Name

CH Switzerland

US United States

Currency Conversion Database 3

USD(x)= EU(x)= CH Franc(x)= RU Ruble(x)=

x x * 0.74 x * 0.91 x * 35.81

Figure 1: Illustration of the problem setting: a natural language query (a), along with a set of
knowledge resources, or databases (b). See text for full description.

3 Problem Setting

We are interested in questions whose answers are spread over different knowledge sources.
Figure 1 provides an illustration of the problem, and includes an English query (a) and a set of
(simplified) databases (b). The question is from the domain of dunning (or debt collection) being
investigated in the Quest project. The colors show the rough correspondence between individual
phrases in the English query and values in multiple databases. Some of these correspondences
are direct; for example the word ‘company’ is directly related to the company field in Database
1. Other correspondences are less direct; for example the modifier ‘large’ is a qualitative notion
that relates to the size of the particular item being modified; for companies, this is taken here
to mean the number of employees. There are also more abstract relations between the words
(e.g. that the ‘company’ has the ‘debt as one of its properties), which in general are less direct
and require further specification or computation.

Our approach is based on logic, so the meaning of a query is expressed symbolically as a
logical formula and answered by proving a theorem in the logic about the existence of entities
that satisfy the formula. Figure 2a informally shows how the query in Figure 1 is represented in
logic. The starred symbols and indentation show the logical symbols (in this case, quantifiers)
and their scope, the words in bold are the types of entities, and the underlined symbols are the
relations. These symbols are further defined in a subject domain theory (sketched in Figure
2b), which consists of axioms, which define relations and other background assumptions and
knowledge (e.g. the meaning of ‘large’); and procedural attachments, which specify how to link
symbols with procedures, such as look-up procedures in a structured database. A semantic
parser is used to translate the English queries to first-order logic, and an automated reasoner
is used to find proofs of the query, each of which indicates an answer.

When a formula with a linked symbol appears in the search for a proof, the relevant database
is consulted, and information from the database is imported into the proof, just as if it had been



represented axiomatically. For example, the procedural attachment in Figure 2b specifies that
an existential variable of sort company in the linked relation company-record can be replaced by
an entry from the company field in Database 1. In addition, multiple databases might need be
consulted in order to solve the conjecture; e.g. knowing if the debt value (in dollars) in Database
1 is above the specified value (in euros) requires doing (a real-time) currency conversion using
Database 3, specified in the euro procedural attachment. Another database relates the two-
character country code CH to the name of the country Switzerland. Procedural attachment
allows a set of databases to act as a virtual extension of the subject domain theory. Qualitative
relations are further defined by ordinary axioms and can be crafted to fit a particular domain
or refined by asking follow-up questions (e.g. defining what a large company means).

The labor in our system therefore is divided between producing first-order logic represen-
tations from natural language questions (the semantic parsing component) and using these
representations to find answers by proving theorems (the reasoning component). In the sec-
tions below, we describe the details of each component in the Quest system and show sample
representations.

4 Natural Language Query Processing

The first component of our system translates English questions to a formal meaning repre-
sentation, a task traditionally known as semantic parsing. The goal of the representation is to
encode the domain-specific relations that hold, in addition to logical operators (e.g. quantifiers,
negations) and their scope. This mapping is done by detecting patterns within the surface
syntax, patterns that are defined by a domain expert and based largely on the background sub-
ject domain. These rules are used to rewrite interpretable syntactic patterns to flat semantic
clauses. Below is a fragment of a question (1), along with sample tree mapping rules (a-d) and
syntactic fragments (i) that match these patterns.

1. .. company with a debt of 100 million euros... show the nationality...

(a) (COMPANY,(with(DEBT)NP)PP)NP => (COMPANY-HAS-DEBT company debt)

(i) [companyCOMPANY [withP [debtDEBT]NP]PP]NP

(b) (DEBT,(..?(MONEY AMOUNT)NP)..?)? => (DEBT-HAS-VALUE DEBT MONEY AMOUNT)

(i) [debtDEBT [ofp [eurosMONEY AMOUNT]NP]PP]NP

(c) (NUMBER,(..?(MONEY AMOUNT)NP)..?)NP =>(HAS-MONEY-VALUE MONEY AMOUNT NUMBER)

(i) [100 millionNUMBER eurosMONEY AMOUNT]NP

(d) (DEFINITE MARKER,NATIONALITY)NP =>(DEFINITE NATIONALITY)

(i) [theDEFINITE MARKER nationalityNATIONALITY]NP

This transduction procedure is implemented in a prototype parser called SAPL, which is
built on top of components from the SAP Inxight text analytics engine. At an early stage
of processing, the text analytics engine is used to perform entity (bold subscripts) and part-
of-speech tagging. SAPL then uses a bottom-up parsing strategy and incrementally matches
rules to syntactic patterns annotated with their entity types. For example, in 1a, the words
‘company’ and ‘debt are tagged as COMPANY and DEBT respectively and detected in an NP
pattern. The mapping rule specifies that there is a COMPANY-HAS-DEBT relation, which holds
between a COMPANY and DEBT in a subordinate PP. Since the pattern matches, it is rewritten into



Conjecture (a):
there’s some* company

that company is large

there’s some* debt

the company has that debt

there’s some* debt amount

the debt amount is 5 million euros

the debt is more than the debt amount

there’s some* nationality

there’s some* client

the client has that nationality

the client is equal to the company

Subject Domain Theory (b):
;;axioms

COMPANY has DEBT <=> exists company-record(?company,?debt,..)

AND ?debt > $0.00

COMPANY is large <=> exists company-record(?company,..,?size)

AND ?size > some Y

X more than Y euros <=> euro(x) > Y

;;procedural attachments

company-record(?company,?debt,..) :

for some row in Database 1

replace ?company with value in companies field

replace ?debt with value in debt field (DB1)

replace ?size with value in employed field

euro(?value) : replace ?value with result of EU(?value)

Figure 2: A sketch of the interpretation process for Figure 1, including a logic-like representation of
the query (or the theorem to be proved) and a informal description of the associated knowledge. The
colored objects in the knowledge point to the database values shown in Figure 1, and the underlined
words show the relations.

the corresponding semantic representation. In general, rules can be written at varying levels
of detail; for example, the regex-like operator ..? (zero or one of anything) under-specifies
details about the associated syntax. Other rules are linguistic in nature; for example, (1d)
is a mapping rule for marking definite descriptions, which is useful for later reasoning about
equality and anaphora. Additional heuristic rules for handling scope and other logical operator
are also added.

Technically, the SAPL parser builds on earlier work that uses the PARC XLE system [15],
and MT-style transfer rules for mapping syntactic structures to semantic clauses [7]. Rewrite
rules of this kind are commonplace in computational semantics and can range from rather
simple pattern or template matching ([18]) to the use of formal systems such as tree transducers
[14]. In the latter case, recent work on data-driven semantic parsing has focused on learning
these transformation rules from data [12], often by employing techniques and formal models
from statistical machine translation [20] and statistical parsing [2]. Given enough data, such



((input Show a company with a debt of more than 100 million dollars.<end>

What is the nationality of the client ?)

(top_level company_5 0)

(top_level company_6 0)

(definite company_6)

(definite nationality_8)

(desired_answer company_5)

(quant exists debt_3 sort debt)

(quant exists company_5 sort company)

(quant exists nationality_8 sort nationality)

(quant exists company_6 sort company)

(quant (complex_num more than 100000000 dollar) dollar_4 sort money_amount)

(exists_group ex_grp_45 (debt_3 nationality_8))

(scopes_over nscope company_5 ex_grp_45)

(in nscope debt_3 (company-has-debt company_5 debt_3))

(in nscope dollar_4 (debt-has-money-value debt_3 dollar_4))

(in nscope nationality_8 (nationality-of company_6 nationality_8)))

Figure 3: Output of the SAPL semantic parser. Relations are expressed in a flat clausal form. See
text for more details, as well as a description of the mapping rules in (1) used for producing these
representations.

learning methods could be used to learn the patterns shown in (1), cutting out the need for
writing rules.

Most of the mapping rules encode information directly from the subject domain theory used
by the automated reasoner, and provides an overall conceptualization of the target domain. This
knowledge guides the parsing and interpretation of the language, in the sense that constraints on
the types of semantic relations that hold make it easy to eliminate certain structural ambiguities.
For example, the PP ‘of 100 million dollars’ syntactically can attach to either ‘company’ or
‘debt’, but only the second attachment is allowed by our knowledge of the domain (similarly
for ‘with debt’ attaching to ‘company). The idea of using knowledge like this has been applied
at a larger scale for semantic parsing, e.g. in [2], which uses knowledge from the large FreeBase
ontology [3] (as well as answers) for representations for open-domain questions.

The full output of SAPL applied to a particular example is shown in Figure 3. In this case,
the query has multiple sentences, and the second question is a follow-up on the first. Similarly
to the representations used in [7], the entities in the patterns are expressed as skolem terms,
and the relations (including scopal relations) are expressed in a flat clausal form, which mirror
the local syntactic structures that the patterns are rewritten from. This representation is then
unpacked to have a more conventional first-order-logic form (shown in Figure 4), which is passed
to the automatic reasoner. The reasoning also fills in more details missing from the analysis,
e.g. it can deduce the equality of ‘company’ and ‘client’ given that the clue that ‘client’ is
definite in the representation.

5 Reasoning

SAPL produces an intermediate semantic representation. This representation provides a de-
scription of the query, including the logical relations and the connectives and quantifiers that
relate them. A component called SAPL-to-SNARK converts this into logical form; this form is



regarded as a conjecture that is submitted to the theorem prover SNARK [17].

The proof is conducted within the subject domain theory, whose axioms embody the knowl-
edge of our subject domain experts. They define the meaning of the concepts in the query,
specify the capabilities of the data sources, and provide the background knowledge necessary
to relate them. The logical form is decomposed and transformed according to these axioms.

In proving the logical form, SNARK uses machine-oriented inference rules, such as resolution
(for general-purpose reasoning) and paramodulation (for reasoning about equality). It has
special facilities for reasoning about space and time. Its procedural-attachment mechanism
allows us to link the axiomatic theory to structured data and its answer-extraction mechanism
constructs an answer to the query from the completed proof. Although SNARK is ideally
suited, QUEST could use any theorem prover that has comparable facilities.

SNARK is a refutation procedure; it looks for inconsistencies in sets of logical sentences. In
trying to prove a new conjecture, SNARK will negate the conjecture, add it to the set of axioms
in the theory, and try to show that the resulting set is inconsistent. For this purpose, it will
apply inference rules to the negated conjecture and the axioms. The resulting inferred sentences
are added to the set of sentences. Inference rules are than applied to the new sentences and the
axioms. The process continues until a contradiction is obtained. Because the inference rules
are all logically sound, all the sentences obtained follow from the negated conjecture and the
axioms. Assuming that the axioms are all true, this shows that the negated conjecture must
be false, i.e., the conjecture itself must be true.

The decision in which order the axioms are considered is controlled by a set of heuristic
principles, which are built into SNARK. We supply orderings and weights on the symbols of
the theory; this information focuses the attention of the system. For example, subgoals of lower
weight are given higher priority than sentences of higher weight. Within a given logical sentence,
relation symbols that are higher in the ordering are attended to before relation symbols that
are lower.

Since our theorem proving is undecidable, we give SNARK a time limit (currently six
seconds); if the theorem is not proved in that time, we cannot give an answer. None of the
examples in this paper required more than that time; most were done in less than a second.

The answer-extraction mechanism was originated for program synthesis applications. The
query requires us to find entities that satisfy a complex relationship, which may have many
conditions. The entities to be found are represented by variables that are existentially quantified
in the logical form. In proving the theorem, the theorem prover replaces these variables by more
complex terms; variables in those terms are replaced in turn by other terms, and so on. When
the proof is complete, the composition of these replacements indicates an answer that can be
extracted from the proof. Typically, there are many proofs for each theorem; each proof may
yield a different answer. QUEST assembles all these answers for presentation to the user.

As we have seen, using the procedural-attachment mechanism, symbols in the theory may
be linked to tables in the database (or indeed to arbitrary procedures). The database can be
accessed as the proof is under way. When a formula with a linked symbol appears in the search
for a proof, the relevant database is consulted, and information from the database is imported
into the proof, just as if it had been represented axiomatically. For example, a procedural
attachment might specify that an existentially quantified variable company can be replaced
by to an entry from the company field in the Company Record database, and the variable
debt can be replaced by an entry from the debt field). Other symbols can be linked to other
databases, e.g. the Currency Conversion database. Mathematical functions and relations are
linked directly to arithmetic procedures, so that these operations do not need to be performed



by the theorem prover.
This means that the theorem prover can access not only the knowledge that resides in its ax-

ioms, but also the contents of available data resources. The procedural-attachment mechanism
also allows us to mimic some higher-order-logic inference steps.

If, after the user has viewed the answers, there is a follow-up question, the logical form is
modified to incorporate the new conditions, and the theorem is proved again.

6 Example

As a specific example, we consider the query Show a company with a debt of more than 100
million dollars. What is the nationality of the client? Although for a human being this is
straightforward, for the parser it is highly ambiguous. A person knows that the word “with”
pertains to the company, because companies may have debt. The parser, however, also considers
the possibility that a debt could be a way of showing something, like pictures in Show your ideas
with pictures. By using subject domain knowledge, the parser concludes that a debt cannot be
a way of showing a company and so “with” must apply to the company itself.

Also, the subject domain knowledge tells us that in this context the word “client” is synony-
mous with “company.” Hence, “client” in the second sentence is the same thing as “company”
in the first. Consequently, we replace all occurrences of “client” with “company.” The full
semantic representation for this query is shown in Figure 3.

SAPL introduces a quantified variable for each named entity in the query and indicates
what kind of quantifier is to be used and what scoping is to be employed. In our example, all
the quantifiers are existential, because they are entities to be found. The rows in (1) indicate
that the variables company_5 and debt_3 are to be existentially quantified in the logical form,
and these variables have sorts company and debt, respectively.

1. (quant exists company_5 sort company)

(quant exists debt_3 sort debt)

SAPL introduces appropriate semantic relations between these variables. For instance, in
the representation, the row in (2) indicates that the variable company_5 is related to the variable
debt_3 by the relation company-has-debt. Furthermore the notation requires that this relation
be within the scope of the variable debt_3.

2. (in nscope debt_3 (company-has-debt company_5 debt_3))

The logical form obtained from this representation is shown in Figure 3. In other words,
we are seeking a company that has a debt whose value is more than a hundred million dollars;
we are also to find the nationality of this company.

7 Proof

As part of the theorem proving process, the logical form is negated, its quantifiers are removed
by skolemization, and its variables are renamed. The expression is expanded according to the
following axiom expand-company-has-debt:



(exists ((company_5 :sort company))

(exists ((nationality_8 :sort nationality))

(exists ((debt_3 :sort debt))

(exists ((dollar_4 :sort money_amount))

(and (is-debt debt_3)

(is-company company_5)

(nationality-of company_5 nationality_8)

(company-has-debt company_5 debt_3)

(more-than dollar_4 (* 100000000 dollar))

(debt-has-money-value debt_3 dollar_4)))))))

:answer

(ans company_5 nationality_8 debt_3 dollar_4)

Figure 4: Reformatted representation used by the theorem-prover for query in Figure 3.

(==>

(company-has-debt ?c.company ?d.debt)

(&

(company-record ?c.company ?d.debt ?dso.dso ?l.location

?size.number (now))

(> ?d.debt 0)))

Here ?c.company is a variable of sort company; it can be replaced only by terms of sort company
(or subsorts of this sort) during the proof. The relation company-record holds if its arguments
are linked to a row in the database of companies; ?dso.dso is a detailed record of a company’s
debt; ?size.number is the size of the company; (now) is the current date. Note that the axiom
requires that, for a company to be said to have a debt, its entry in the debt column of the
database must be nonzero. A company with zero debt (or negative debt) is not thought of as
having a debt at all.

Applying this axiom to the negated logical form results in a sentence that contains the
negation of (company-record ?c.company ... (now)). The symbol company-record has a
procedural attachment which can access rows in the database as the proof is underway. The
variables in the expression will be replaced by concrete terms from the database. For instance,
one such row refers to the Swiss company SL Foods Inc., which has a debt of 105,263,552
dollars. (The data, based on actual SAP data, has been garbled to protect the privacy of clients.)
Consequently a new sentence will be obtained in which ?c.company has been replaced by
SL Foods Inc., ?d.debt has been replaced by a debt of 105,263,552 dollars, and ?l.location

has been replaced by a two-letter code for Switzerland. The new sentence will contain the
condition that the debt is greater than 100 million dollars.

Other sentences will correspond to other companies in the database, with other debts and
nationalities. These turn out to have debts of less than 100 million dollars. The only proof,
then, will yield the answer SL Foods Inc. of Swiss nationality.

8 Other Examples

In this section we mention some examples that illustrate other capabilities.
What clients have a high debt or a long-term debt? Concepts such as high and low, and



long-term and short-term debts are defined by axioms. Having a theorem prover allows us to
deal with questions with logical operators, such as “or”, and quantifiers.

Temporal reasoning allows us to determine the duration of a debt. For example, in Show
clients with a high debt within the last two years, the logical form will posit the existence of a
temporal interval that represents the notion of the last two years. The duration of this interval
is two years and its finish-point is the current time ”now.” Relevant axioms for these concepts
include the axiom duration-of-time-interval,

(=

(duration (make-interval ?t1.time-point ?t2.time-point))

(minus-time ?t2.time-point ?t1.time-point)

and the axiom last-of-time-interval,

(iff

(last ?t.time-interval)

(= ,now (finish-time ?t.time-interval).

(In other words, the duration of a time interval is the difference between its end-points, and an
interval is a ”last” interval if its finish-time is ”now.” Debts are themselves temporal intervals,
and the specified debt is restricted in the logical form to be within the posited two-year temporal
interval.

For What companies do not have a low debt? the following axiom uniqueness-of-debt

implies that the debt a company owes SAP at a given time is unique.

[(company-record ?c.company ?d1.debt ?dso1.dso ?l1.location ?size1.number

?t.time) &

(company-record ?c.company ?d2.debt ?dso2.dso ?l2.location ?size2.number

?t.time)] =>

(= ?d1.debt ?d2.debt)

Thus, when Quest finds a company with one debt that is not low, it reasons that the company
could not have a low debt.

In Every company does not have a low high debt, Quest can answer immediately in the
affirmative because the definitions of low and high are contradictory; it does not need to consult
the database.

Can you show me Swiss companies with a debt? Show only those that owe more than 50
million euros. Quest knows that debt means the same as money owed. Currency conver-
sion rates for 35 currencies for the date in question are obtained from the European Central
Bank [www.ecb.europa.eu]. Two-letter country codes in the SAP database are associated with
country names in an ISO database [www.iso.org/iso/country_codes.htm]; another table as-
sociates country names (e.g. Switzerland) with nationalities (e.g. Swiss).

What country had the lowest debt within the last two years? Show only a client who owes
more than 50 dollars. What is the nationality of the company? The database gives the date
each debt was contracted. Quest uses temporal reasoning to make sure that date is within two
years of “now,” the date the question is being asked. Companies that owe less than 50 dollars
are not accepted as answers. Of all the remaining proofs, Quest will select the one yielding the
lowest debt as the answer.

www.ecb.europa.eu
www.iso.org/iso/country_codes.htm


9 Future Work and Summary

There is much to do in the business enterprise domain that we have not yet approached. While
we can find the largest or smallest item from a set of answers, we cannot find their sum or
average. We don’t do amalgamation questions such as What percentage of companies have a
high debt? which are quite useful.

While we find answers in a few seconds, we could greatly improve the efficiency of Quest
by making more use of the facilities of a database query system such as SQL. We would need
to prove a more complex theorem, which would result in the synthesis of a more complex but
faster database query.

We have found that knowledge and reasoning in a specific subject domain can greatly
assist in natural language processing. However, the task of developing an axiomatic subject
domain theory for the subject of interest can be very labor intensive. In the next phase of our
research, we plan to use natural language to assist in the formation or extension of an axiomatic
knowledge base.

Quest translates a query into a logical form that captures its intended meaning. We can
apply the same techniques to translate declarative sentences into axioms. Supplying this tech-
nology to a subject domain expert allows an axiomatic theory to be constructed or extended,
without the expert’s needing to know any logic. Playing back the axiom into English, as Quest
does with queries, allows us to ensure that the correct meaning of the original English sentence
has been captured. Theorem proving techniques can also be brought to bear to detect if any
inconsistencies have been introduced into the theory. The domain expert may also be alerted to
any surprising consequence of the new axioms. For instance, the system may warn the expert
if a new axiom simplifies or subsumes a great many other axioms in the theory; this can be a
sign that the axiom is stronger than expected.

Rather than starting to develop axioms from scratch, we can use an existing ontology, such
as SUMO [13] or Cyc [10]. SUMO gives us some 80,000 axioms for common concepts. Every
word in the online thesaurus Wordnet maps into some SUMO concept. While we usually need
to introduce more axioms, to fill in gaps in the understanding of our subject domain, we can
use a standard ontology as a starting point. Adapting a standardized representation allows us
to take advantage of other efforts in axiomatizing the same subjects.

We can also partially automate the formation of new procedural attachments. A domain
expert who is also familiar with the structure of a relevant database can assist in linking a
new relation symbol with a database table. Each column in the database (e.g. size, location)
must be associated with a concept in the ontology. We may then automatically generate code
that accesses that table when the linked relation symbol occurs in the search for a proof.
The domain expert may also provide declarative sentences that relate common relations in the
subject domain with database concepts. This is an iterative process—when the system fails to
answer a question, the domain expert may need to provide a new sentence, which corresponds
to a missing axiom. At no point does the domain expert need to understand the underlying
logical language.
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